Membership Plans

1. **Hospital-to-Hospital Emergency Air Transport**
   SkyMed will arrange and pay for medically equipped air ambulance transportation by fixed wing aircraft, to the hospital nearest their US or Canadian home. Ground ambulance to and from each hospital is included.

2. **Vehicle RV, Auto, Motorcycle and Vessel Return**
   SkyMed will pay professional drivers for over-land, safe return of operable vehicles (autos, RVs, tow vehicles, trucks) that have been left unattended as a result of a member’s critical illness or injury. For vessel return, SkyMed will provide up to $500 per day for a maximum of 10 days to return a vessel to its home marina. For motorcycle return, SkyMed will package and transport both road worthy and damaged vehicles to home repair shop.

3. **Visitor Transportation**
   If a member is hospitalized with a critical illness or injury, and they are not air transported home, SkyMed will provide round trip transportation on a regularly scheduled flight for a family member or companion to be flown to the hospitalized patient.

4. **Transportation for Recovery Nearer Home**
   After a member has been hospitalized with a CRITICAL ILLNESS OR INJURY, SkyMed will transport the member to a rehab facility near the member’s transport preference.

5. **Commercial Carrier Medical Escort Flights**
   If a member’s condition does not require a private air ambulance, yet the member is not able or permitted to travel as a regular passenger by commercial carrier without an attendant, SkyMed will arrange, and pay for the private care of its member while on a commercial carrier.

6. **Minor Children / Grandchildren Return**
   If as a result of a critical illness or injury, a member’s minor children or grandchildren are left stranded, SkyMed will pay for a regularly scheduled airline flight, with an attendant, if necessary, to return them home. Grandchildren under the age of 18 are eligible for all member services when traveling with grandparents.

7. **Physical Remains Return**
   SkyMed will provide transport of the remains to a commercial airport closest to the location the Member so designates.

8. **Escort / Companion Transportation**
   SkyMed will arrange for a member’s spouse/companion to accompany them in flight on a private air ambulance (space permitting). If space is not available, SkyMed will pay for a commercial flight.

9. **Return Transportation After Recovery**
   After a member has been hospitalized with a CRITICAL ILLNESS OR INJURY, SkyMed will transport the member via commercial flight to their residence after recovery. The member has sixty (60) days from the hospital release date to implement this service.

10. **Incidental Expense Allowance**
    SkyMed will pay up to $200 for incidental expenses associated with a member’s medical flight.

11. **Organ Retrieval**
    Should a member require a kidney, heart, lung, liver, or pancreas transplant, SkyMed will transport the donor organ to them. Individuals on transplant recipient lists at the time of application are ineligible for SkyMed Membership.

12. **Organ Recipient Transportation**
    When it is more feasible to bring the member recipient to the donor organ, SkyMed will provide air transportation for the recipient and one family member. (A nine months restriction applies to new member eligibility in Organ Transport and this service.) Individuals on transplant recipient lists at the time of application are ineligible for SkyMed Membership.

13. **Primary Driver Disability**
    Primary Driver Disability (PDD) increases the protection of our traditional vehicle return service. The PDD provides additional service for drivers who may become incapacitated but have not suffered a critical illness or injury. This service will be of significant value in that circumstance.

14. **SkyMed Plus (Pet Return Member Return After Service)**
    Return of stranded pets via commercial centers. Plus, a 24 hour day multi-lingual help line, translation services, emergency messaging, insurance verification, travel locator service and more to enhance our SkyMed Takes You Home membership services. SkyMed PLUS Travel Services includes commercial coach return tickets for SkyMed members to origin of air evacuation or place of critical illness or injury. Member has sixty (60) days from the hospital release date to implement this service.

15. **Ground Ambulance**
    SkyMed pays for the cost of a medically necessary ground ambulance due to a critical illness or injury from home or away.

16. **100 Mile Waiver**
    You have SkyMed’s Peace of Mind when you are home! SkyMed members have medically necessary ground ambulance and helicopter when they are at home AND while traveling 24/7/365.

17. **Helicopter**
    SkyMed will cover the cost of a helicopter transport from the scene of a vehicle accident, hospital to hospital and all Medically Necessary helicopter transports. When a Member’s insurers provide partial payment of helicopter service, SkyMed will pay any deductibles or co-payments.
    SkyMed will provide up to two (2) air medical transports by fixed wing or helicopter for any one member within 12 consecutive months.

18. **Global Emergency Travel Service**
    26 vital services for members traveling worldwide. 24/7/365 worldwide response network, multi-lingual operations center for worry free travel.

**SkyMed Bonus perk**

Unlike other expensive travel clubs, SMT is a savings opportunity free to all SkyMed members. Book your travel at [www.skymedtravel.com](http://www.skymedtravel.com) or call 1-600-569-6994

For a complete description of all member services please refer to our Member Service Agreement at skymed.com. Marketing materials do not constitute a contract for services.